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A complete menu of Benny's Bagels from McKinney covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Dan Levy likes about Benny's Bagels:
Love the lox and bagel sandwich with capers! this place is great for eating in or grabbing on the go. Andrew (the

owner) plays great music and is very attentive to the customer. Smoothies are great also. Almost reluctant to
write this as I don't want to attract more people to the best kept secret in McKinney. read more. What Gabriel

Burtscher doesn't like about Benny's Bagels:
I have the salmon ox bagel. bagel itself was cold and dry, although it was apparently roasted. what the stars take

for me, but is the lack of cream cheese! especially for a loaded bagel this is not almost enough. also the side
hashbrown I got for my daughter was burned on the edges, not on a good wise because it was unusable. the

only profi I can give is the taste of the lox itself. but very disappointed. Bagelology... read more. If you want to eat
something tasty quickly, Benny's Bagels from McKinney offers scrumptious sandwiches, small salads and other

snacks, as well as hot and cold drinks, Additionally, you save time with the variety of prepared delicacies without
having to skimp on enjoyment. Not to be overlooked is also the extensive selection of coffee and tea specialties

in this restaurant, You can also discover delicious South American dishes in the menu.
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Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

For th� smal� hunger
BAGEL

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CREAM CHEESE

AVOCADO

GARLIC

ONION

TOMATOES

TOMATE

VEGETABLE

STRAWBERRY
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